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◼ Existing resilient observers rely on model of the 

physical side mainly

◼ Cleverly crafted FDIA can bypass physics-based 

only detectors/monitors

◼ Integrating cyber-side and physical-side model for 

a resilient estimator is a challenging problem

◼ Concurrent model can improve state-of-the art 

resilient estimators

◆Data-Driven model for the cyber side

◆Physics-based model for physical side
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Setup

◼Overview of Resilient Estimators:

◆Error correction problem

◆Compressive sensing problem

◆ l0 minimization (nonconvex) l1 minimization 

(convex)

◆Above relaxation holds under restricted isometric 

property (RIP)

◼ A globally convex approximation to the moving 

horizon compressive sensing problem with

◆The RIP condition

◆ Linear time-invariant (LTI) system model

◆Auxiliary data-driven model

Problem Statement



◼Optimization Problem:

◆Formulation used for the numerical studies

◆Returns an estimate of the state vector

◆Current state estimate using physics based model and forward propagation

◼ Equivalent Optimization Problem:

◆ If a receding horizon T is large enough and (A,C) is observable

◆Then there exists 𝐹 𝑇 such that 𝐹 𝑇 Φ 𝑇 = 0

◆Following is the representation for optimization problem discussed before

◆ eT, yT ∈ ℝ𝑚 is the vector containing the last m elements of the respective vectors e, y in order.

◆ Used in the proof of the main theorem

Problem Statement
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Proof Sketch

◼ The probability of 𝑦𝑘
∗ given the auxiliary variable 

𝑧𝑘 and the dataset 𝐷 must be greater than or 

equal to 𝜏

◼ This implies a quadratic inequality

◆A function of composite measurements, 𝑦𝑇 corrupted 

by the sparse error vector, 𝑒𝑇

◼ True measurement 𝑦 𝑇
∗ is a function of 𝜙 𝑇

◆When multiplied by 𝐹 𝑇 equals to zero

◼ Then using Theorem 1 from the paper,

◆The optimal Ƹ𝑒 satisfies the following inequality

◼With both the stated and quadratic inequalities

◆We can arrive at the stated conditions

Results



System Model

◼ IEEE 14-bus system with 5 generators

◼ Linearized generator swing equations and power 

flow equations.

◼ State variables: 

◆Generators rotor angles (𝛿 )

◆Generators frequencies (𝜔)

◆Voltage bus angles (𝜃). 

◼ Control inputs:

◆Generators mechanical input 𝑃𝑔 with inner PI 

frequency regulation 

◆Bus active power demand 𝑃𝑑 .

Numerical Simulation



System Model 

◼ Reduced System State Variables: 

◆Generators rotor angles (𝛿 )

◆Generators frequencies (𝜔)

◼Measurement Channels y(t):

◼ Generator frequency 𝜔, it is also in PI feedback loop

◼ The net power injected at each bus Pnet

◼ Auxiliary Model:

◼ Data collected from NYISO used to build GPR

◼ Covariance matrix (Σ) is used to locate mean (μ)

within three standard deviations from true values.

◼ Threat Model:

◼ FDIA on at most 30% of the measurements

◼ FDIA cannot be detected by BDD (5% threshold)

Numerical Simulation
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Numerical Simulation

Results
◼ The multi model observer is 

compared against:

◆ Luenberger Observer:

➢Unable to reconstruct actual states 

under FDIA

◆ l1- Based Unconstrained 

Observer:

➢ Most of the signals are 

reconstructed

➢ Cascading controller might lead to 

instability

◼ The estimated generator rotor 

angle (𝛿) is used for 

comparison



Results

◼Outperforms both previous observers

◼ State Reconstruction:

◆More accurate compared to previous 

observers

◆Accuracy is due to constraint from auxiliary 

model

◼ Performance Analysis:

◆Root Mean Square value

◆Maximum absolute value of error

Numerical Simulation



◼ Conclusion:

◆Novel data-driven constrained l1 minimization 

based observer is developed.

◆Figure on the left represents implemented 

schematic.

◼ Future Work:

◆Cascading Controller:

➢Observer as filter

➢Feedback Loop with controller

➢Figure on the right represents proposed schematic

◆ Constraint:

➢ Used Quadratic constraint

➢ Develop sophisticated constraint

◆ Uncertainties:

➢ Study effect of FDIA under system uncertainties

Conclusion and Future Work
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